University-National Oceanographic Laboratory System

~UNOLS~

Modifications of UNOLS STRS Schedules to Account for each calendar day
Goal of Project:

Clearly illustrate to all stakeholders all the activities ships are engaged in over a calendar year, beyond just the charge days on the ship schedules.

Steps:
- Review current “types of days” to create a complete list of the "types of days" that we will track on UNOLS Ship Schedules
- NSF has funded additional hours for UNOLS Programmer to modify STRS-
- UNOLS Office will begin modifying the STRS system so that on the bottom of ship schedules in addition to which agencies funded X amount of days, we will also track other types of days, such as maintenance, outreach, shipyards, inspections, etc.
1) Ship Schedules will show both “charge days” and other types of days which have traditionally been called Non-Op days.
2) When completed in STRS - detailed instruction for the schedulers will be provided.
3) Utilization graphs will be modified to show new usage data